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We study r-pro ess nu leosynthesis inside baryon-ri h jets from ollapsars and magnatars, based
on two-dimensional magneto-hydrodynami simulations from the ore ollapse of stars of 25M⊙
and 40M⊙ , for magnetar and ollapsar models, respe tively, to the laun h and eje tion of jets. We
nd that the eje ta through the jets be ome mildly and highly neutron-ri h, or ele tron fra tion
ollapsar models, respe tively. We evaluate abuYe > 0.3 and Ye < 0.2, for the magnetar and
dan es of the eje ta for one ollapsar model, in whi h highly neutron-ri h material of Ye < 0.2
is abundantly eje ted. We nd that heavy r-elements are abundantly produ ed inside the jets and
that the abundan e prole of the r-elements are similar to that of the solar r-elements, only for
mass number > 120.
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1. Introdu tion

2. MHD Simulations of Jets from Collapsars and Magnetars

We have arried out Newtonian MHD al ulations of the ollapse of rotating massive stars of
25M⊙ and 40M⊙ for models of a magnetar and a ollapsar, respe tively. For magnetar models,
MHD al ulations are performed in region from the enter of a star to an outer boundary. On the
other hand, for ollapsar models, the ore of the star is assumed to be ollapsed to a bla k hole
promptly. Cal ulations are performed over the region other than the entral region (≤ 50km) of
the star. Fluid is freely absorbed through the inner boundary of 20km, whi h mimi s a surfa e of
the bla k hole. The outer boundary of the MHD al ulation is set to be 10,000km from the enter
of the stars. The numeri al ode for the MHD al ulations is based on the ZEUS-2D ode, as in
our previous works [1, 2℄, in whi h the Ye evolution is not followed but is determined with postpro essing manner for eje ta. In the urrent study, however, we follow the evolution in the MHD
simulations, taking into a ount the hange in Ye due to ele tron and positron apture and neutrino
and anti-neutrino absorption in terms of a leakage s heme [5, 6℄.
Spheri al oordinates, (r, q , f ) are used in our simulations and the omputational domain is
extended over 20km ≤ r ≤ 10000km and 0 ≤ q ≤ p /2 and overed with 250(r) × 24(q ) meshes
for ollapsars. For magnetars, the omputational domain is extended over 0km ≤ r ≤ 10000km
and 0 ≤ q ≤ p /2 and overed with 300(r) × 48(q ) meshes. We assume the uid is axisymmetri
and the mirror symmetry on the equatorial plane. We mimi strong gravity around the bla k hole
in terms of the pseudo-Newtonian potential.
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There is still no ompelling r-pro ess site, although various astrophysi al obje ts have been
proposed as the site. In our previous study [1, 2℄, we have proposed a ollapsar that is a rotating,
massive star, whose entral ore ollapses to a bla k hole, as a produ tion site of r-elements.
We have shown that r-pro ess su essfully operates inside baryon-ri h jets from ollapsars, in
parti ular jets with high energies [1, 2℄, based on two-dimensional (2D) magneto-hydrodynami
(MHD) simulations from the ore ollapse of a ollapsar to the laun h and the eje tion of the
jets. We also nd that low ele tron fra tion, Ye , is a key fa tor for an abundant synthesis of relements above the se ond and third-peaks. Nevertheless, we employed a MHD ode, in whi h the
Ye evolution is not taken into a ount. Employed with the same MHD ode, we have also shown
that r-elements above the third-peaks are abundantly synthesized inside baryon-ri h jets from a
magnetar, that is, a rotating and magnetized, massive star, whose ore ollapses to a neutron star [3℄.
Re ently, su essful produ tion of r-elements is obtained for jets laun hed from a magnetar, based
on 3D MHD simulations, employed with a MHD ode, in whi h the Ye evolution is appropriately
taken into a ount [4℄. In both studies, magnetars have been set to be relatively low main-sequen e
masses (∼ 10M⊙ ) and huge magneti elds ∼ 1014 G before the ore ollapse.
In the present study, we examine r-pro ess nu leosynthesis inside the jets eje ted from ollapsars and magnetars, with a MHD ode, in whi h the Ye evolution is appropriately taken into a ount.
We onsider a rotating, magnetized star of 25M⊙ with mu h lower magneti elds ompared with
the previous works [3, 4℄ for magnetars, and that of 40M⊙ for ollapsars.
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We set the initial proles of the density, temperature and Ye to those of the spheri al model of
25M⊙ and 40M⊙ massive stars before the ollapse [7℄, We adopt an analyti form of the angular
velo ity W(r) of the star before the ollapse: W(r) = W0 r R+R , as in our previous work. Here W0 and
R0 are parameters of our model. We onsider three sets of (W0 , R0 ) = (5rad/s, 1400km) (a model
with rapidly rotating ore, or a R model), (2.5rad/s, 2000km) (a model with moderately rotating
ore, or a M model), and, (1.0rad/s, 3200km) (a model with slowly rotating ore, or a S model).
We note that in our previous work [1, 2℄, we have referred to models with (W0 , R0 ) = (10rad/s,
1000km) as R models and those with (W0 , R0 ) = (0.5rad/s, 5000km) as S models. For the sets of
W0 and R0, the maximum spe i angular momentum is around 1017 m2/ s, whi h is omparable
to that of the Keplerian motion at 50km around a bla k hole of 3M⊙ . Therefore the entrifugal
for e an be larger than the gravitational for e of the entral bla k hole and the formation of disk
like stru ture is expe ted near the hole for the ollapsar models.
Initial magneti eld is assumed to be uniform, parallel to the rotational axis, and weak elsewhere (b = 8p P/B2 ≫ 1). In the present paper, we set initial magneti elds, B0 = 1010 and
1012 G for the ollapsar and magnetar models, respe tively. It should be noted that the magneti
pressure is mu h smaller than the other pressure before the ollapse even if B0 is equal to 1012 G.
In brief, we onsider three ollapsar- and two magnetar-models in the present study, that is R10,
M10, and S10 ( ollapsar models), mR12 and mM12 (magnetar model), in whi h the rst-lower
and se ond-upper hara ters are refereed as a progenitor type ( (= ollapsar) or m(=magnetar)) and
rotation (R, M, or S), respe tively, and the last number (10 or 12) equals to log B0 .
We briey des ribe results of our MHD al ulation. All ve models reveals the formation of
jets due to magneti elds, whi h are dominated by the toroidal omponent at an epo h of the jet
formation and are hiey amplied due to the wrapping of the eld inside an a retion disk for
the ollapsar models or a neutron star for the magnetar models. For the ollapsar models, the disk
be ome neutron-ri h due to ele tron aptures on protons, whi h produ e neutrons and ele tron-type
neutrinos (left panel of Fig. 1) and su h the neutron-ri h material inside the disk is eje ted through
the jet (right panel of Fig. 1). In parti ular for M10 and S10 models, the jets be ome highly
neutron-ri h enough to synthesize a large amount of r-pro ess elements around the third-peak, as
shown in later.
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3.1 Neutron-ri hness of eje ta

In order to al ulate the hemi al omposition of eje ta through jets, we need Lagrangian
evolution of physi al quantities, su h as density, temperature, Ye and, velo ity of the eje ta. We
adopt a tra er-parti le method, as in [1, 2℄ to al ulate the Lagrangian evolution from the Eulerian
evolution obtained from our MHD al ulations. Parti les are initially pla ed from the Fe ore to an
inner O-ri h layer. The total numbers of the parti les are set to be Np = 10,000, with whi h we an
follow eje ta through the jets appropriately. We have already examined how different Np hange
masses and abundan es of eje ta through the jets in our previous work [1℄.
High neutron-ri hness, or low Ye < 0.2 − 0.3, is a key ingredient in the eje ta for su essful
r-pro ess, through whi h a signi ant amount of third-peak elements is synthesized, sin e the jets
3
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Figure 1: Ye ontour for M10 model at 0.20s (left panel) and 0.48s (right panel) after the ore ollapse of
the progenitor. The a retion disk is formed around the bla k hole and neutron-ri h (or low Ye ) (left panel).
The jet is enough neutron-ri h (right panel) for third-peak elements to be produ ed through strong r-pro ess.
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are baryon-ri h and have a moderate value of entropy per baryon < 20 in units of the Boltzmann
onstant kB , ontrast to a ondition for su essful r-pro ess in neutrino-driven winds from a neutron
star; the eje ta is required to be Ye around 0.4 with very high entropy > (200 − 300)kB for the winds.
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of the eje ta as a fun tion of masses in units of M⊙ for a ollapsar model, M10 (left panel)
and a magnetar model, mM12 (right panel). Ye is evaluated at a position where a tra er parti le rea hes
10,000km from the enter.
Figure 2:

Ye

We nd that Ye of the eje ta through the neutron-ri h disk and the jets (Fig. 1) be omes less
than 0.2 for ollapsar models. Figure 2 shows Ye distribution of the eje ta for M10 (left panel) and
for mM12 (right panel), as a fun tion of masses. Low Ye < 0.2 material is found to be abundantly
eje ted through the jets for the ollapsar model, M10. We note that the model, M10 is the most
abundant model of neutron-ri h material (Ye < 0.3) with mass of ∼ 0.05M⊙ , ompared with the
other four models. For S10, low Ye < 0.2 is found to be eje ted but has a mu h lower mass
4
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ompared with that for M10. The eje ta is however mildly neutron-ri h, or Ye > 0.3 for R10.
For two magnetar models, the eje ta be omes mildly neutron-ri h with Ye > 0.3 (see right
panel of Fig. 2), sin e only material near the surfa e of the neutron star Ye > 0.3 is eje ted through
the jets. Contrary to the present study, low Ye material is eje ted in the previous works [3, 4℄, in
whi h highly neutron-ri h matter of Ye < 0.2 is eje ted from the entral part of stars, whose mass
is relatively low ∼ (10 − 13)M⊙ with huge magneti elds (∼ 1014 G) before the ore ollapse.
3.2 Abundan es of eje ta
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Figure 3: Integrated abundan es of the eje ta as a fun tion of mass numbers (left panel) and atomi numbers

(right panel) for M10 model. Abundan es of r-pro ess elements heavier than the se ond peak and atomi
number > 50 are similar to those of the solar system. R-pro ess elements lighter than the se ond peak,
however, are underprodu ed ompared with the solar-relements.

Figure 3 shows integrated abundan es of the eje ta (lled-squares) as a fun tion of mass numbers (left panel) and atomi numbers (right panel). Abundan es of r-pro ess elements heavier than
the se ond peak and atomi number > 50 are similar to the prole of the solar-relements, whi h
are des ribed with open-squares in Fig. 3. R-pro ess elements lighter than the se ond peak, however, are underprodu ed ompared with the solar-relements, due to the smallness of the fra tion of
mildly neutron-ri h eje ta (Ye > 0.3 − 0.47), as shown in Fig. 2.
For S10, a fra tion of mildly neutron-ri h eje ta (Ye > 0.3 − 0.47) is higher than that for
M10, abundan es ould be mu h similar to proles of the solar r-elements with a mu h smaller
mass of eje ted r-elements. For the magnetar models, no third-peak elements is possibly produ ed
due to no highly neutron-ri h eje ta with Ye < 0.3.
3.3 Neutrino

apture on nu leons in eje ta

We briey dis uss effe ts of neutrino apture on neutrons and protons in eje ta on the pro5
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We follow the evolution of abundan es of an eje ted tra er parti le through the jets using
a large nu lear-rea tion network [1℄ with the Lagrangian evolution of physi al quantities of the
eje ted parti le, whose evolution of the physi al quantities have been followed in terms of the
tra er parti le method. We sum the mass fra tions of eje ted parti les weighted by their mass over
all the eje ted tra er parti les to get the integrated abundan es of the eje ta. In the present study, we
have al ulated the abundan es of the eje ta only for M10, sin e the eje ta have a large fra tion
of highly neutron-ri h material, whose mass is signi ant ∼ 0.05M⊙ .
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4. Summary

We have examined r-pro ess nu leosynthesis inside jets from magnetars and ollapsars, based
on 2D MHD simulations, from the ore ollapse of stars of 25M⊙ and 40M⊙ , for two magnetar
and three ollapsar models, respe tively, to the laun h and eje tion of jets, for a given set of distributions of angular velo ities and magneti elds. We nd that the eje ta through the jets be ome
mildly and highly neutron-ri h, or Ye > 0.3 and Ye < 0.2, for the magnetar and ollapsar models,
respe tively, and for the ollapsar models, su h low Ye ould remain, even if the neutrino absorption
would be taken into a ount, be ause of the low neutrino luminosities. We followed the abundan e
evolution of the eje ta for one ollapsar model, in whi h highly neutron-ri h material of Ye < 0.2
is abundantly eje ted, and nd that heavy r-elements are abundantly produ ed inside the jets and
that the prole of the r-elements are similar to that of the solar r-elements, only for mass number
> 120.
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du tion of r-elements. A fra tion of neutrinos emitted from disks or neutron stars is absorbed by
nu leons in the eje ta through jets. The neutrino absorption might de rease their neutron-ri hness
or to in rease Ye to be inef ient for r-pro ess. The neutrino luminosities are evaluated from our
MHD simulations and found to be ∼ 1 and ∼ 4 × 1052 ergs−1 for the ollapsar and magnetar models, respe tively. For the ollapsar models, the neutrinos are emitted from the a retion disk, whi h
is lo ated near the equatorial plane around the bla k hole, whi h does not emit neutrinos. The
neutrino luminosities are therefore smaller than those for the magnetar models, in whi h neutrinos are ef iently emitted from the entral neutron star. For M10, the eje ta ould remain low
Ye < 0.2 for su h relatively low neutrino luminosity ∼ 1 × 1052 ergs−1 , even if neutrino absorption
on nu leons would be taken into a ount. We note that the luminosity is omparable to those for
neutrino-driven winds from the surfa e of a neutron star but the jets are mu h faster than the winds.
The neutrino absorption in the jets is possibly less important ompared with the winds.

